"Shodoshima (Shodo Island)" is an olive island with the attractiveness of four seasons.

A superb view created by nature for all four seasons, specialties such as olive oil and soy sauce based on traditional culture and a beehive of a film which is reminiscent of old times. Such attractiveness of Shodoshima which is referred to as "a place where visitors would like to return many times," is hard to express in words.

Fully enjoy the exotic island by breathing the fresh breeze in the Setouka region.
Let's make your one-in-the-world olive oil!

Hands-on experience of blending "original olive oil" at the event space LaboleA

Hands on experience of blending "original olive oil" at the event space LaboleA

There are many olive oil lovers all over the world. You can create your own-in-the-world olive oil by blending olive oils from around the world.

Organizer: LaboleA, Chiba Prefecture
Address: 4-1-11, Kashiwa City, Chiba Prefecture, Japan
Website: [labolea.com]
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Experience Japanese culture which is like a scene in a movie

Nijushi no Hitomi Movie Village and presentation of kamishibai (picture-card show)

In Japan, kamishibai used to be a major form of recreation for people and was especially popular among children. A team for the internationalization of tourism in Shodoshima will present the kamishibai in English. Dressing in rental "kasa" helmets, feel the Japanese culture of that time and enjoy the attractions of Shodoshima.

Location: Nijushi no Hitomi Movie Village, Shodoshima Town, Shira County, Kagoshima Prefecture
Website: [nijushi-no-hitomi.com]
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Fully enjoy superb scenery around Shodoshima

Feel the mountain, ocean and sky in Kankakei and experience "kawarakenage" (throwing clay vessels to offer a prayer) and barbecue

Kankakei is referred to as one of the three most beautiful gorges in Japan. You can also enjoy barbecues against the background of rocks with unique shapes created by volcanic actions around 16 million years ago and experience throwing clay vessels for all four seasons. The beauty in nature is breathtaking from the ropeway and the atmosphere on the mountain cannot be experienced at any other places.

Location: Kankakei, Shodoshima Town, Shira County, Kagoshima Prefecture
Website: [kankakei-shodoshima.com]
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**Shodoshima, Dogo Onsen, Iya**

**Day 1**
- Take a 5-minute walk from Takamatsu Station to Takamatsu Port.
- Take the ferry to Tonosho Port, approximately 35 minutes by ferry.
- Visit the Moji-no-uchi rest area “Shodoshima Olive Park.”
- Experience olive picking.
- Luch at the Naoshima Art Museum.
- Visit the Naoshima Fishing Village.
- Enjoy dinner at the Dogo Onsen "Accommodation."

**Day 2**
- Visit the Naoshima Art Museum.
- Experience olive picking.
- Luch at the Naoshima Fishing Village.
- Enjoy dinner at the Dogo Onsen "Accommodation."

**Day 3**
- Visit the Naoshima Art Museum.
- Experience olive picking.
- Luch at the Naoshima Fishing Village.
- Enjoy dinner at the Dogo Onsen "Accommodation."

**Day 4**
- Visit the Naoshima Art Museum.
- Experience olive picking.
- Luch at the Naoshima Fishing Village.
- Enjoy dinner at the Dogo Onsen "Accommodation."
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**Sake and dishes which bring the best out of the ingredients and strolling on the street**

"Shimazaka" (local brewed sake from an island) made by an artisan of Morikuni Shuzo and strolling on the street

You can taste the Japanese sake brewed by Morikuni Shuzo which is committed to using local, genuine ingredients. Enjoy dishes made of local ingredients with sake and slowly stroll on the street to feel the good old Japanese tradition.

**06.**
- **Shodoshima Olive Park**
  - Moji-no-uchi rest area “Shodoshima Olive Park”
  - 25 minutes

**03.**
- **Naoshima Art Museum**
  - 20 minutes

**04.**
- **Naoshima Art Museum**
  - 20 minutes
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**Pick fresh strawberries and eat all you can for 30 minutes**

Strawberries cultivated with the utmost care can be picked and eaten on the spot. Since the program is held in a greenhouse, you can enjoy strawberries even during a cold winter season.

**07.**
- **Strawberries**
  - 30 minutes

---

**Eat as much as you can! Strawberries from Shodoshima are popular for their juiciness.**

Pick fresh strawberries and eat all you can for 30 minutes.
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**Let’s make a memorial bookmark by using a heart-shaped olive leaf which brings happiness!**

Create a bookmark from a heart-shaped olive leaf and take photos at popular photo spots.

Find a heart-shaped olive leaf and make a bookmark.

At the place which is a filming location of the movie "Kabi’s Delivery Service," you can take funny photos on a stepladder.

**05.**
- **Shodoshima Olive Park**
  - 25 minutes

---

**“Sightseeing in Shodoshima plus sweets!”**

Let’s eat and walk! Enjoy Shodoshima’s original soft-serve ice creams.

There are many soft-serve ice creams with original flavors such as soy sauce, olive oil and plum. Enjoy during the break!

*Available in various places in Shodoshima*